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 by Freelancers Union   

Squeaky Wheel 

"For the Digital Age"

Established in 1985, Squeaky Wheel a.k.a the Buffalo Media Art Center is

well-known by city dwellers as a media haven that aims to promote

endeavors in the fields of journalism, film, information technology and

digital art. The center offers rentals and production equipment along with

workshops and education classes. There are also many video and

animation camps for children and teenagers throughout the year which

teaches everything about the 'Seventh Art'. Other events include

screenings, animation workshops and film festivals of course.

 +1 716 884 7172  www.squeaky.org  office@squeaky.org  617 Main Street, Buffalo NY

 by Paranormal Skeptic   

Shea's Performing Arts Center 

"All-Purpose Arts Facility"

Since its opening in January 1926, this all-purpose arts facility in the

Buffalo Theater District has presented the drama and comedy of some the

most famous stars and scenes in the 20th Century. From the silly antics of

the Marx Brothers and Bob Hope to powerful performances in The

Phantom of the Opera and Miss Saigon, Shea has seen it all. The National

Register of Historic Places bestowed status upon the building in 1975 and

today this baroque inspired facility still attracts some 300,000 patrons

annually with its eclectic combination of Broadway musicals, opera,

dance, children's programming, concerts and classic movies. Some

patrons come just to see the theater in order to be dazzled with the ornate

filigreed Rococo style and Tiffany-designed crystal chandeliers.

 +1 716 847 0850  www.sheas.org  patronservices@sheas.org  650 Main Street, Buffalo NY

 by Mikerussell   

Highmark Stadium 

"Home of the Buffalo Bills"

Located just southeast of Buffalo, in the suburb of Orchard Park, this

stadium serves as the home of the National Football League's Buffalo

Bills. Built in 1973, the stadium was originally called Rich Stadium.. It seats

nearly 75,000 for football and is used almost exclusively for the gridiron,

though on occasion the stadium will hold concerts and other events when

the massive capacity is needed for ticket holders.

 +1 716 648 1800  www.buffalobills.com/stad

ium/

 guestservices@bills.nfl.co

m

 1 Bills Drive, Orchard Park

NY
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